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Abstract 
This paper will investigate and try to comprehend a part of our daily life, something that we use                  
and see every day around us, which is satire. In order to understand the definition of satire, how                  
satire is constructed and the cultural and historical connection from the satirical text to its point of                 
origin, the theories from Robert C. Elliot, George A. Test, Ruben Quintero, Paul Simpson and Mary                
Fulbrook will offer a framework for this paper. The theories from Simpson and Fulbrook will               
provide the main methods in an analysis of three select satirical cases each from different time                
periods. The first case is Aristophanes’ The Clouds from approximately 423 BC, the second case is                
Jonathan Swift’s A Modest Proposal from 1729 and the last case is Small Gods from Terry                
Pratchett written in 1993.  
By analysing these three different cases this paper will explore if the satire in the three texts has                  
evolved from the Classical Age to the modern. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
This paper is going to uncover the nature of satire and determine the definition of satire, how it is                   
constructed, and whether it has evolved through the millenniums in the Western part of the               
world. We want to discover how satire is expressed in the selected texts of Aristophanes’ The                
Clouds, Jonathan Swift’s A Modest Proposal, and Terry Pratchett’s Small Gods. We will hopefully              
accomplish this by working within the framework sat by Paul Simpson, George A. Tent, Robert C.                
Elliot, Mary Fulbrook and Ruben Quintero. Furthermore this paper will investigate how the uptake              
of the text can be different from reader to reader depending on the background knowledge               
persisted by the readers. To illuminate these questions and answer our problem definition, we will               
apply Paul Simpson’s Triadic structure and Hierarchical Model as our main theories supplemented             
by the Juvenal-Horace spectrum from Robert C. Elliot. This will illustrate how satire is expressed               
through the texts and argument for the influence of the cultural and historical context. Mary               
Fulbrook’s theory Representing the Past will supply us with an approach to understand the              
historical context in fictive texts, such as our three cases. Moreover since the version of               
Aristophanes The Clouds in this paper has been translated, an employment of source criticism will               
occur on The Clouds to clarify why we have decided the chosen version. 
 
Problem Definition 
How have the social and cultural context in history affected the construction of satire when it                
comes to purpose and effect in the case of Aristophanes’ The Clouds, Jonathan Swift’s A Modest                
Proposal and Terry Pratchett’s Small Gods.  
 
Sub-questions 
● What is satire? How can we define it? 
● How is satire constructed and what is the purpose and effect? 
● How is satire constructed in each of the three works? 
● Has the contemporary history influenced the creation and construction of the three cases? 
● Has satire changed, evolved or is it the same way of constructing it through the three                
works?  
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Dimensions 
The two dimensions that will be covered in this paper is Text & Sign and the dimension of History                   
& Culture. The Text & Sign dimension will provide us with theories to understand how satire is                 
construct and how it is possible to misunderstand it. The dimension of History & Culture provides                
us with a theory on how fictional text can give us an idea of a specific event in history and                    
moreover how to be critical towards our sources.  
Text & Sign 
Paul Simpson, whom is a professor in English language, mainly provides the theories in the               
dimension of Text & Sign. Two models, Triadic Structure and Hierarchical Model, has been              
selected from Simpson’s Book On the Discourse of Satire which will be explained further in the                
chapter on theory. Besides the two model from Simpson Robert C. Elliot will provide with a                
spectrum of the nature of satire that will be utilized as well in the analysis of the three satirical                   
cases.  
Ruben Quintero, Paul Simpson and Robert C. Elliot will all contribute to the a definition of satire. 
History & Culture 
The chosen theories for this dimension are Mary Fulbrook’s Representing the Past, who is an               
academic and a historian, and Source Criticism by Sebastian Olden-Jørgensen, who is a lector in               
archeology, ethnology and history at Copenhagen University. Fulbrook deems the history can be             
found not only in history books, but can also be found in fictional texts and movies.                
Olden-Jørgensen provides us the definition of primary and secondary sources by Kristian Erslev’s             
and to be aware of difference between the English and Danish definition of primary and secondary                
sources. 
 
Motivation  
Satire is often mentioned as the shortest distance between people, as it is bound to bring people                 
closer together. It is something we use every day, and comes in various forms and shapes, but is                  
what we consider satirical and humoristic today, the same as it was a couple of hundred years                 
ago? We first of all wanted to investigate satire on the level of how it is constructed and what the                    
purpose and effects are. 
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For us the topic was fascinating, because it raised such questions as how satire works as a                 
communicative tool, both to criticise and entertain, individual artistic expression, contesting           
hegemonic discourses in society and why satire is one of the first things there gets censored in a                  
dictatorship. Also why some satirical works only gain influence to some specific groups or classes               
in society and not others, or maybe no one really understands it. 
 
Ontology 
In a case study, it is important to reflect upon one's ontological perspective, which is how we                 
perceive the world. This belief reflects the approach we have taken in relation to our study and                 
what methodologies we have applied. In the historiography, we have applied, we take the              
standpoint that we are social selves, products of our historical context. We internalises the              
external world and then construct or reproduce meaning, which we objectivise to the external              
world. We therefore analyse the three texts as historical evidence of a specific period and context                
and how it has influenced the authors’ writing.  
In Simpson’s theory on satire, words and meanings do not have a fixed structure. This is visible in                  
the way the audience decode the messages. When constructing satire the messages will always              
imply a form of critique, but the producer of satire is never sure whether the audience will decode                  
the messages overall discourse. The satirical producer and the audience can either move further              
apart or closer together; it depends on the success of the satirist. It positions the receiver of satire                  
in an active role, where he or she engages on a conscious or subconscious level. Simpson’s model                 
is therefore opposite to the structural approach, where meanings of words are fixed. We argue               
that where a structuralist approach is static, Simpson’s post structural model is flexible. Its              
different components are never fixed entities, especially the meaning of the words.  
Our ontological view therefore emphasises on the influence of historical context and the hybrid of               
satire.  
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Methodology 
Our research project is a single deductive case study, approaching the case from a qualitative               
study, which builds on a subjective analysis of the three texts. Qualitative research is within the                
interpretive discipline and focuses on the individual text. This method is often associated with              
discourse analysis and linguistic poststructural theory, which Simpson’s model has its roots in.             
Simpson states that he approaches the linguistic part of his analytical model from Halliday’s theory               
and his approach to discourse on Foucault’s concept. Both Halliday and Foucault applies the              
qualitative method because their studies builds on interpretations of texts and not on quantitative              
empirical data. A quantitative study would entail large amount of empirical data. Such an              
approach could be accomplished through surveys or interviews, but also through computer            
analysis of specific datas in texts. If a researcher is skilled within IT, he or she could analyse a large                    
amount of satirical texts and see the patterns of the data. Then the analysed patterns could be                 
supported by interviews with specific target groups who represent different social groups in             
society. The cultural and ethnical aspect could also be integrated. The results could possibly              
reveal, which texts had the biggest satirical impact and effect on the audience. Thus such an                
approach would also have its limitations. In consideration to our project, we decided to imply               
qualitative research over quantitative, since we are focusing on three texts as individuals and              
hereafter examine how satire is expressed in each of them and see whether where is an                
evolvement over the millenniums, rather than exploring several texts, without fully analysing            
them. 
Another method, we have applied, is the deductive analytical strategy where we started from a               
theory (top/down) and we set out to test it. The inductive strategy on the other hand often                 
implies that one starts with a problem and sets out to collect data and analyse the patterns.                 
Afterwards one apply theories to explain these patterns and processes.  
In essence our qualitative study approaches the case from two methodologies within            
historiography and linguistic. First a historical study from text to context using Fulbrook’s method              
Representing the Past. It involves analysing how a text is historical context-dependent and what              
influences it has on the authors production. Moreover if there has been an evolvement in               
constructing satire from the Classical Age to Postmodernity. Examples of this is how freely              
Aristophanes expressed himself and criticised social conditions and subjects. Swift on the other             
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hand published A Modest Proposal anonymously and Pratchett represents an author where            
freedom of expression is a cornerstone in human value of Western societies.  
Our third method is Simpson’s post-structural model of analysing satire, which involves methods             
within linguistic and discourse analysis.  
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Chapter 2 - Theories and Definition of Satire 
In this chapter the definition of satire will be introduced first. This description has been combined                
from the definitions of satire given by Paul Simpson, George A. Tent, Ruben Quintero and Robert                
C. Elliot. After the nature of satire has been described the theories from Simpson will be                
introduced and explained. Finally the theory of Representing the Past from Mary Fulbrook will be               
explained as well. 
Definition of satire 
Satire has its roots in the Classical Age, but the word originates from the Latin word satura, which                  
was used by the Roman rhetorician Quintilian to describe a certain form of poetry by the poet                 1
Gaius Lucilius. The plays from the Classical Age have later been categorised as satire. The poems                2
described as Satura, by Quintilian, were written in hexameters and concerned specific themes.             
Two poets, who wrote under these restrictions, were Horace and Juvenal. The satire in Horace’s               3 4
poems utilised mild mockery and playful wit to generate laughter through the critique of the               
object in his poems and this form of satire is now known as comical satire. Juvenal’s satire is the                   
direct opposite of the satire of Horace. Juvenal criticised, by highlighting the horrifying fact to the                
audience. He did not try to make the readers laugh; instead he would try to provoke the audience                  
into action with what he saw as the sad truth. This satire from Juvenal lead to the category of                   
tragical satire. These two categories of satire together creates a spectrum that categorises the              5
harshness or softness of the satire utilised in different works. At one end of the spectrum is                 
Horace and the comical satire placed; this is placed where soft and mild satire is located. At the                  
other end are Juvenal and the tragical satire, at this end the satire is harsh and direct. 
The modern form of satire derives from these Roman poems and are still arranged in a similar                 
way. The poems consist of a thesis part and an antithesis part. The thesis part presents us with                  
something absurd or vicious to examine and the antithesis part twists it and thereby creates               
satire. Simpson’s model uses terminology that encapsulates the same concepts as thesis and             
1Born 35 AD – died 96 AD. 
2Born c. 180 BC - died c. 103 BC 
3Born c. 65 BC - died c.8 BC 
4Born c. 55 AD - died c. 121 AD 
5  Elliot 2004:2 
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antithesis, though he substitutes them for his own terms, respectively prime and dialectical             
element, which will be explained in greater detail further in the paper.    
When we look at satire in its literary form, as we will in this project, there are two particular                   
distinction that can be made. The satire can be either direct satire or indirect satire. In direct satire                  
the narrator addresses the reader directly. This can be seen in the essay by Jonathan Swift A                 
Modest Proposal. In the indirect satire the intent of the author is hidden behind the narrative and                 
the story, as it is in Small Gods by Terry Pratchett. 
One thing all satire has in common, whether it is Horatian or Juvenal, in literary works or plays, is                   
that it always offers a critical opinion of something or someone. Satire is inherently aggressive, it                6
purposefully attack its target with criticism. George A. Test points out that satire spans a wide                
variety of genres and cultures, and have always been a part of common sense of different world                 
cultures. It can for instance be created in theaters, essays and novel forms, as the examples we                 7
have chosen. Satire can furthermore be seen in the graffiti on the pavement, an impromptu               
character created at a dinner table and in seemingly endless number of ways. 
 
“Satire may more easily be explained and understood as a bent possessed by many              
human beings but more highly developed in some individuals and expressing itself in             
an almost endless variety of ways.”  8
 
Satire is not just a performance genre and cannot exist in and of itself. It needs another genre to                   
shadow. This shadowing can happen on different conceptual levels. If the target of the satire is                9
for example, a particular film, then the satire could also be a film to shadow the genre used by the                    
target. If one was to produce a satire through the genre of a novel, certain literary conventions                 
need to be upheld, length of story, prominent characters etc., but the crucial difference is that                
satire takes the genre and register and uses them for its own purposes, namely criticism. In this                 
assimilation process the satire becomes predominant in relation to the original format.  
 
6  Simpson 2003: 3 Test 1991: 14 
7  Test 1991: 8-13 
8  Test 1991: 8-13 
9  Simpsons 2003: 76-77 
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“Satire for better or worse is beyond any medium in which it occurs.”  10
 
To sum up the meaning of Satire: there are many different forms of satire and it can be located in                    
everywhere as in paintings, songs, graffitis, books or the television. One element that all satire               
have in common is that it has to present a critique of someone or something. Satire’s main                 
function is to criticise, and it does not necessarily need to offer solutions or suggestions for                
improvement. As Ruben Quintero explains satire in his book A Companion to Satire - Ancient and                
Modern: 
“The satirist’s responsibility is frequently that of a watchdog; and no one expects a              
watchdog to do the double duty of alarming others that the barn is on fire and of                 
putting out the blaze. Satirist, that is, rouse us to put out the fire.”  11
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10  Test 1991: 9 
11  Quintero 2011: 4 
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Paul Simpson  
Paul Simpson outlines some clear theoretical models, in his book On The Discourse of Satire that                
can be used to analyse and understand a given satirical work relationship to its target, reader and                 
the satirist (creator) himself. The model also assists in exploring and understanding the elements              
of satirical composition.  
A triadic structure can be used to show the relationship between each of the three positions that                 
satire inhabits in regard to each other. The three positions is as follows: 
Satirist (author) <-> Satirised (Target) <-> Satiree (addressee) . 12
 
 
12  Simpsons 2003: 86 
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It is the job of the satirist to construct his or her satire in a way that will, on the one hand, shorten                       
the gap between him and satiree, and on the other, widen it between the satiree and the target.                  13
The gap can be understood as the ideological differences between each position. The closer the               
distance between two positions, the more they share the same ideological viewpoints. If the              
satirist attacks a target, and the satiree holds views closer to the target than to the satirist, the                  
satire will have a harder time of convincing the satiree of his ideology. Satire is located in                 
hierarchically constructed discourses, and Simpson employs the model below to show how the             14
different levels are hierarchically structured.  
Ideology    
 Genre   
  Register  
   Lexico-grammar 
Satire Parody  Puns and word play 
 
● Satirical discourses within a systemic-functional framework.  15
Satire is informed by the highest domain (ideology) but it needs adhere to the other steps on the                  
ladder Genre- register- lexico-grammar to be able to construct a satirical effect. Each step informs               
the other through a hierarchy with ideology being the highest position.  
When taking the possible humour and ironic components into account, the register and genre              
need to be examined. Lexico-grammar and register are the surrounding discourses that inform the              
irony in a particular piece of satire. Lexico-grammar is understood as the way language functions               16
on the ground level, such as word puns, metaphors and similes, which are frequent tools               
employed by the satirist.  
13  Simpsons 2003: 85-88 
14  Simpsons 2003: 72-73 
15  Simpsons 2003:76 
16  Simpsons 2003: 74 
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Register is closely linked to lexico-grammar, and is informed by the way language is used. Register                
is “a stable configuration of regularly co-occuring contextual variables.” Register is then            17
understood as the way certain ways of saying things in language are grouped together and               
become standardised over time.  
Genre is understood as: “Genre is a form of language which is used to accomplish               
culturally-determined goals, to “get things done.” The rules for a genre is agreed on collectively               18
in the culture for pragmatic reasons. An academic essay needs to uphold certain standards in their                
genre, and this serves a functional purpose, since the teachers need to be able to evaluate the                 
pieces from a set of standpoints and rules. 
 
Irony in Satire 
Irony is a central element in satire. Irony is commonly understood as an asserter saying something,                
but they actually believe the opposite of what is asserted. During a thunderstorm a person could                
utter: “What lovely weather.” The trick to irony is for the listener to resolve whether the utterance                 
was sincere or insincere. Here clues are given from the phonetics and context of the utterance.                19
In the above example the sentence is ironic, since it is definitely not a lovely weather, according to                  
most people’s standards, and the speaker disagrees with his or hers own statement.  
In Satire, Simpson argues, irony is first used in an echoic way of the target that is being satirised.                   20
The irony echoes the target through a mention of the register and genre of the target. A satirical                  
example could be if a Christian was to say: “Gay people do not have a right to marriage, because                   
sodomy is impure and leads to sin.” A satirist could construct a caricature through an echoic                
mention of this utterance. “Christians do not have the right to marriage, because being religious               
leads to sodomising small boys, and that is a sin.” The echo is encapsulated in the same sentence                  
style and subject matter, but being made ironic by turning the Christian’s logic against him- or                
herself, and exposing the fallacy of his/her argument. 
The echo of the original utterance is perceptible, but the uptake of the irony by the satiree, is                  
determined by their understanding of the lexico-grammar, register, genre and ideological context            
17  Simpsons 2003: 74 
18  Simpsons 2003: 74 
19  Simpsons 2003: 90-96 
20  Simpsons 2003: 91 
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surrounding the echoic ironic mention, i.e. the church have had problems with child molestation,              
and are not in any position to be judgemental.  
Simpson argues that echoic irony is a component of many parts of humour or slanting tactics.                21
When a person is uttering “thanks for the help” the listener can draw the nolitteral conclusion that                 
the speaker does not feel helped from the listener, drawn from remembering a prior event where                
the listener did not provide assistance. When we speak of echoic irony, the satirist can construct                
the echo through a wide variety of literary tools, be they a caricature where the target’s features                 
are exaggerated, or a sarcastic dialog referencing a point of neglect of the target. All this theory                 
leads us to the two distinct phases of satire: Prime and Dialectic Element. The prime is constructed                 
through the use of echoic irony that mirrors the target.  
Through oppositional irony the dialectic element is introduced. It creates a dialectic discourse             
twist, which turns one’s understanding of the preceding prime upside down and makes you              
reevaluate the primes ideological position. The irony is oppositional in the sense, that instead of               22
echoic irony, that mirrors the target, the oppositional irony actively showcases criticism of the              
target. If this is executed successfully, the satiree will move closer to the satirist’s ideological               
position and further away from the target.  
To summarise, the prime is established through use of echoic irony, and hereafter the dialectic               
element is introduced to make us question the prime, and this is accomplished through              
oppositional irony. There is an important distinction to be made when defining what satire is.               23
Parody and satire is very similar, insofar as they share many of the same structural components                
that constitute what they are. Taking the model explained above into account, Simpson proposes              
how we can distinguish between parody and satire through lexico-grammar and register. Satire             
embodies an inherent ideology from the satirist that is used to judge or criticise a target, where                 
parody does not constitute this. A person or ideology can be parodied in a good natured way,                 
since the prime is only established and no dialectic element is introduced to criticise. Satire’s               
aggressiveness negates possible “good natured” satire, though satire differs widely in how obvious             
21  Simpsons 2003: 115-17 
22  Simpsons 2003: 94-95 
23  Simpsons 2003: 113-14 
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its dialectic element attacks its target, which will be discussed in greater detail further in the                
paper.  
Parody establishes a prime with echoic irony, but it stops short of criticising the prime, instead just                 
using echoic irony to parody the target, which can then be done in a good or a bad mannered way.                    
Satire is taking parody a step further. Through the use of oppositional irony in the dialectic twist, a                  
criticism is leveraged against the prime.  
So when is something a satire instead of a parody? This is a very complicated question. The line is                   
almost inconspicuous, if it exists at all, which one could indeed argue. In the end it seems to                  
achieve the uptake of the satiree. When a satiree reads a given text, he or she tries to identify                   
what the authors intend to communicate. If the prime is interpreted as not being ironic, if the                 24
satirist is not clear in his or her echoic irony, his or her ideological position may seem to identify                   
with that of the target. Thus if the audience of a piece of satire do not understand it then the line                     
can get unclear to whether we can consider it a given piece of text or utterance as a satire, or if                     
that categorisation is given on the basis of majority uptake of the text. The term uptake and the                  
satiree’s position in the triadic model will be discussed in greater detail below, in how the satiree’s                 
uptake negotiates the status of a given text as satire or not.  
 
Satirical Uptake 
The Universal Pragmatics theory is formulated by Jürgen Habermas in the 1970’s. It is partly an                
answer to Chomsky’s universal pragmatics from the 1950’s and 60’s. The theory is one of the                25
founding pragmatics and has a prerequisite for language usage and communication. The theory             
illustrates if there can be found a mutual understanding between the speaker and the receiver. 
 
 
 
 
24  Simpsons 2003: 155 
25  Møller Nielsen, N., 2011, ’Argumenter i Kontekst’, p. 26  
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Validity Claim Domain of reality Mode of 
communication 
General speech 
function 
    
Truth “the” world of external 
nature 
cognitive/objectivating 
attitude 
Representation of 
facts - so the speaker 
can share their 
knowledge with the 
hearer 
Sincerity 
(“truthfulness”) 
“my” world of internal 
nature 
Expressive/expressive 
attitude 
disclosure of the 
speaker's subjectivity 
- so that the hearer 
can trust the speaker 
Appropriateness 
(“rightness”) 
“our” world of society Interactive/conformati-
ve attitude 
Establishment of 
legitimate 
interpersonal 
relations - so that the 
hearer can be in 
accord with the 
speaker in shared 
value orientations 
·  
Habermas Universal pragmatics.  26
  
Satirist and target in the triadic structure on satire are both relatively stable, but the satiree                
position is markedly more hard to conclude.  
When talking about how the satiree understands the message of a given satire, the word uptake is                 
used to encapsulate the way the reader decodes the message for him- or herself. Habermas’               27
Universal Pragmatics can be used to understand the process of the satirical uptake. Since the               
satirist is using echoic irony in the prime, to mirror the target, the satiree needs to recognise that                  
what is being communicated is insincere(as opposed to sincere) and not the satirist’s own opinion.               
The terms sincerity/insincerity come from one of the three parts of validity claim, truthfulness.              28
26  Habermas 1979: 28-29,68 
27Simpsons 2003: 165 
28Simpsons 2003: 162 
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Satire takes a risk in mirroring the target, because the satiree might process the meaning of the                 
prime as being sincere and therefore not be affected by the satire in the intended way. This means                  
that the satirist, in some sense, is taking a chance when constructing his or hers satire, since he or                   
she can never know for sure that the satiree of his or hers satire will have the right uptake. Satires                    
have a prime and dialectic element, but the discourse space between them differs widely from               
satire to satire. The closer the gap is, the more subtle the satire, but that might also take a risk in                     29
increased sincere uptake by the satiree.  
The appropriateness of validity claims can hinder a satiree’s uptake. The appropriateness covers             
our shared social world, which constitutes certain rules and norms on how to conduct oneself. If                
the satiree sees a given satire as violating appropriateness, then that can block them from further                
uptake on whether the text is sincere or not. An example, albeit cliche, is the Muhammed                30
cartoons from 2007. Although there was a satirical message in the cartoons, that message was not                
received by a large number of people in the Middle East, since for them it was inappropriate,                 
according to their cultural norms, to draw their prophet and criticise him. A satire then, can not be                  
understood as a satire only by its sole creation by the satirist. The satiree have a participatory role,                  
in so far as his or hers uptake of the satire can confer widely different interpretations on what it is                    
supposed to mean, in constituting whether a given event or text can be considered satire, parody,                
or just an offensive text/event.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
29  Simpsons 2003: 170-74 
30  Simpsons 2003: 170-74 
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Mary Fulbrook 
We are born into a world full of history and we become aware of this history as we mature. We                    
are surrounded by monuments and relics of the past everywhere in our daily lives. Many of us                 
pass by them unnoticed , but they are there and they all carry a history. Mary Fulbrook gives an                   
example in her book Historical Theory of the monuments, which were left in the west of Berlin                 
after the Second World War. The buildings, that were related to the war, was demolished and                
hidden away, but was subsequently reconstructed as relics of the past.  
Fulbrook argues that for us to connect to a historical event we need to feel something towards it.                 
As an example she explains that at the Holocaust exhibition at London’s Imperial War Museum,                31
personal letters and photos of Jewish kids in concentration camps are to be found on display. The                 
letters and photographs are emotional for the audience to look at and intrigue the audience to                
gain an understanding of what happened for the Jewish people during the Second World War.               
Since these artefacts have an impact at the audience, the historical events can be portrayed in                
movies, books, songs etc. The representation of characters in movies or books portrays us a               
person, we can relate and feel with during a specific historical period. But when history is told                 
through a medium, such as a movie or a book, the historical events can be exposed wrongly. The                  
director or the author can exclude certain historical events from his or hers work or interpret the                 
history from their own point of view. The works can be altered to fit a specific audience, for                  
example if the target group is a children’s class, the chosen language may not be formal and the, if                   
there are any, brutal events might not appear in the telling. Opposed to the director or author the                  
academic historian would attempt to be as objective as possible while aiming at retelling the               
historical events as close to how it actually happened. These are examples of alterations to the                32
historical events that you need to be aware of when working with fictional text that are build upon                  
a specific historical period. 
When the medium is a satirical text the author often criticises something or someone              
contemporary to their own time, because of the nature of satire is to raise awareness of the                 
31  Fulbrook 2002: 143 
32  Fulbrook 2002: 153 
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difficulties in the society in which we live in and try to motivate people to make a change. It is                    
therefore impossible to create satire without rooting it to a specific time and culture.  
When applying this theory onto our three cases an observation will be practised upon the               
historical context in which the different cases originates from. The historical context will especially              
be of importance in the case of Jonathan Swift and Aristophanes, due to the importance of                
understanding the society before it is possible to understand the satire in the texts. This will be                 
accomplished by employing different historical articles and books. We will look at the history and               
culture that are illustrated in the three satirical cases and investigate how fulfilling the              
interpretation of them are compared to the actual historical time period. 
 
Conclusion 
Throughout this chapter we have primarily introduced and discussed the theories employed by             
Simpson and Fulbrook. First we had a discussion on how to define satire and reached the                
conclusion that satire can be understood as inherently aggressive, with a target in its sights that it                 
wants to critique. Satire does not need to offer a solution to the follies it attacks, though it is like a                     
watchdog that alerts the masses of an issue.  
We then went on to showcase how Simpson’s satirical model can be used to analyse satire. The                 
model is quite expansive, with various of parts put together from other academical theories.              
When first looking at a satire it is useful to locate the identity of the satirist, satiree and target                   
respectively. Afterwards one should investigate how the satire shadows the lexico-grammar,           
register and genre of its target to create a prime through echic irony. Afterwards a dialectic                
element needs to be located, which bewilders our understanding and criticises the prime through              
use of oppositional irony. Finally Simpson uses Habermas Universal Pragmatics to analyse and             
understand the possible ways a satiree can have different uptakes of a given satire, according to                
whether they get a sincere or insincere meaning from the satirist, and if the satirist operates                
within an acceptable layer of the appropriateness of the shared social world. 
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Chapter 3 - Analysis 
This chapter will explain what Source Criticism entails and apply the theory upon the A Modest                
Proposal, Small Gods and The Clouds. After the section regarding Source Criticism there will be               
three separate chapters of analysis. 
Firstly we will analyse The Clouds written by Aristophanes, where we will start with a resume and                 
hereafter look at the historical period of the Classical Age in Ancient Greece. According to               
Fullbrook's historical theory on Representing the Past one should analyse from text to historical              
context. Furthermore Simpson’s models of satire will be applied. It entails the Triadic Model and              33
Hierarchical Model. After the analysis, a conclusion will sum up the important points in relation to                
Aristophanes and The Clouds. We will then move on to an analyse of A Modest Proposal by                 
Jonathan Swift. Here we will first begin with a resume of the text, followed by a short introduction                  
to the time of which the text was written in. Afterwards we will apply Simpson’s models of satire                  
here as well. Finally we will analyse the novel Small Gods written by Terry Pratchett, which will be                  
introduced and analysed. First there will be a resume of Small Gods, followed by an analysis of the                  
satirical structures of the novel. In the analysis the methods from Simpson will be utilised and the                 
satire will be placed in the Juvenal - Horace spectrum, as will The Clouds and A Modest Proposal. 
Source Criticism 
When approaching a problem from a historical perspective, a critical reflection of the sources is               
always important in order to validate the reliability of the historical material.  
For our project we will apply Kristian Erslev’s criterion of distinguishing between primary and              
secondary sources as mentioned in Sebastian Olden-Jørgensen’s book Til Kilderne!          
Olden-Jørgensen alerts the reader to not confuse the Danish primary and secondary sources with              
the English ones. He states the English expressions indicate written and unwritten sources, while              
the Danish primary source signifies an original source, which is not based on any other sources,                
and if so, on lost sources. Secondary sources signify sources, which reproduce and interpret              
existing sources. We have decided to employ the Danish definition of primary and secondary              34
sources, which we will elaborate on The Clouds.  
33  Fullbrook 2002: 175 
34  Olden-Jørgensen 2001: 74 
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In our project we have mainly worked with secondary literature written by academic scholars. The               
scholars’ researches build on primary and secondary sources. When it comes to secondary sources              
it will always embody a form of subjectivity because it is built on a single or a couple of people’s                    
interpretations and analysis of the historical periods. Thus it is the job of the historian to try and                  
stay as objective and true to the history as possible. In spite of this critique, the historical discipline                  
has proclaimed that history is written by the conquerors and the defeated are forgotten. This               
claim has turned out to be a considerable challenge for the historians of the postmodern society.                
But we argue that we need to understand our past to understand our present and be able to                  
reflect upon what direction to bring our society.  
Our primary sources consist of literary texts from Aristophanes’ The Clouds, Jonathan Swift’s A              
Modest Proposal and Terry Prattchet’s Small Gods. All of the texts are fictions and do therefore                
not represent the real world. But we will argue later in our analysis, that a fiction text can                  
represent the thoughts of the real world.   
Our secondary sources spans from the Classical Age to the modern society. When studying the               
Classical Age it has certain limitations because most of the primary sources have not survived. The                
oldest papyrus scrolls date back to 350 BC and do not necessarily give a better perspective on the                  
Classical society as the later transcripts that exist in good conditions. Instead the findings of               
papyrus can validate the transcripts that exist. In spite of this we shall expect anomalies in the                 35
texts as a consequence of the transcription processes. We emphasise that we have only worked               
with secondary sources on the Classical Age. This entails an English translation of the text by                
Aristophanes’ The Clouds from 2003, translated by the Canadian professor Ian Johnston. The             
original script of the comic drama is in Greek and is lost, so the text, which exists today, is a                    
revised version. The revised version was also produced by Aristophanes after the original play              
finished last at the festival of Dionysia. The revision is visible in the monologue performed by the                 
Chorus Leader on page thirty-five. We delve further into this later in the analysis.  
In Johnston’s translation, it is noticeable that the text is translated into a structure of verse instead                 
of prose It has been part of our considerations in choosing the translation for our case study                 36
where we personally preferred Johnston’s version. Johnston’s version has clear language and            
explanations to Aristophanes’ satirical references in the comedy. The references are often satirical             
35  Johansen 2007: 17 
36  Where some other translations are written as prose. 
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and criticise public figures from the Classic Athens society. It is essential to the comprehension of                
The Clouds to understand these references so Johnston’s knowledge is important for us to get a                
deeper understanding. Johnston draws on previous translations such as William Arrowsmith’s           
version from 1962, by borrowing some of Arrowsmith’s words. Additional help are applied by              
experts on ancient Greek dramas (tragedy and comedy) such as Allan H. Sommerstein and K. J.                
Dover. They have supplied important knowledge to the translation process in reproducing the             
meaning. Johnston’s translation is one of the more recent works on Aristophanes. Finally Michael              
K. Kellogg emphasises that a full satisfactory translation into English is not feasible due to language                
barriers. Most of the jokes and satire are bound to specific Greek words and phrases, which create                 
a specific meaning in Greek and not in English. Thus Johnston’s references only give a minimal                37
insight to the Classical Age and therefore other sources have to be included such as Michael K.                 
Kellogg and M.S. Silk. 
The rest of the sources are centred on the historical period, for instance the period Jonathan Swift                 
lived in and the subsequent developments in Ireland. The social conditions in Ireland were              
distressing and the political environment under attack. The main source for analysing A Modest              
Proposal has been the bibliography on Swift, which draw on important works of David Ward.               
Other used sources, to enlighten the history during the 1720’s are historical articles, which we for                
instance have found on the internet or used from the magazine History Ireland. For Small Gods we                 
have chosen not to include a historical chapter because it is a contemporary satirical text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
37  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 296 
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Aristophanes: The Clouds 
In the following chapter on The Clouds we will first analyse the historical period of the Classical                 
Age in Ancient Greece. The second part moves into an analysis of the satire in The Clouds by                  
applying Simpsons models of satire. It entails the Triadic Model and Hierarchical Model.  
Resume  
The Clouds takes place in Ancient Athens around 423 BC where a dominant philosophical enquiry               
on big dilemmas of the world existed. Such thoughts consisted of discussions on an Utopian world                
and a pursuit of truth about the world. Some of the most controversial thinkers were starting to                 
challenge the powers of the gods. Strepsiades, the protagonist in The Clouds, lives together with               
his son Pheidippides and their house slaves. Pheidippides is a young man with long black hair, who                 
spends all his time on horse racing. Pheidippides hobby has costed Strepsiades a fortune and he                
therefore finds himself in a large economic debt to his creditors.  
In the beginning of the drama Strepsiades decides that Pheidippides should attend Socrates’             
School of Thinkery in order to learn the art of argumentation and thereby helps his father to win                  
over the creditors. Pheidippides rejects his father and Strepsiades has to go himself. At The               
Thinkery Strepsiades meets Socrates. Socrates does not believe in the Greek Gods like the              
almighty Zeus but instead he believes in ‘The Clouds’, ruled by Vortex. The Clouds are played by                 38
the Chorus, who are selected people from the audience. Strepsiades is not convinced how these               39
Gods can exist. Socrates therefore argues how The Clouds are the only explanation to natural               
phenomenons. According to Socrates, thunder and lightning happen in The Clouds, like a human              
gut farts when there is too much air pressure. If a gut can do it, why should a cloud not be able to?                       
Strepsiades is then convinced by this inferior argumentation and decides that Socrates must be              
the most brilliant mind in all of Athens. If one can argue that the Gods do not exist then Socrates                    
must be able to teach him how to speak the worse argument. But within short time, Socrates                 
comes to the conclusion that Strepsiades is too big of an imbecile to continue as a student and                  
forces him to switch places with his son. When Pheidippides finally begins his education he faces                
the dilemma of choosing between the worse and the better argument. The worse argument              
overruns the better and Pheidippides therefore learns to speak the worse argument. When             
38  Vortex is a reference to the natural phenomenon of whirling mass of air or whirlwind 
39  Chorus could consist of up to 24 people. 
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Pheidippides finally obtains the proper skills to help his dad, Strepsiades greets him with open               
arms and together they triumph over the creditors. Strepsiades are filled with joy and celebration               
until the climax and dialectic element happen in the end. Pheidippides has learned to speak the                40
worse argument and therefore argues for his right to beat up his own father. This he does. Then                  
Pheidippides states that he will beat his mother as well. Strepsiades are then filled with remorse                
and anger due to his misfortune of his son and he blames Socrates. In the last scene Strepsiades                  
summons his slaves and together they burn down The Thinkery. 
 
Historical background 
The Clouds is set in Ancient Greece about 423 BC where it was first produced. The play was                  41
written by Aristophanes who was born in 450 BC and took part of what is defined as The Classical                   
Age, which spanned from 500 BC-323 BC. Today Greek history has been classified into four               42
categories, The Mycenaean Age, The Archaic Age, The Classical Age and The Hellenistic Age, where               
The Classical Age has the reputation of being the most innovating period in the history of Ancient                 
Greece. Aristophanes was part of this golden period where tragedy and comedy were invented.              43
It was a time of reaching for cultural perfection where science and philosophy were flourishing in                
the society. The society would in the Classical Age develop into one of the earliest origins of                 44
Western democracy. The first laws originated from the legendary figure of Draco who inscribed              
the first code of laws in 621 BC but they were harsh, brutal and engaging in death penalties. Solon,                   
a chief magistrate of Athens, created new reforms in 594 BC, which embraced forgiveness to               
people who were in debt. The developing reforms over the years culminated in 507 BC, where                
Cleisthenes created democratic reforms, which would create the social environment Aristophanes           
would later inhabit. Thus democratic values in the classical society were only represented             45
through the lives of adult male inhabitants who could vote. The new democratic reforms              
assembled a new public debate, but only within the social sphere of the aristocracy. Topics of                
discussion was typically critical issues on foreign and domestic policies and electing generals in              
40  A dialectic element is a concept of Simpsons, which are were the critique is established and the satire constructed. 
41  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 231 
42  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 19 
43  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 18-23 
44  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 18-23 
45  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 19 
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command of the different armies. The structure of the ruling people were called the demos. To                
prevent powerful people from gaining too much power, regular rotations within the important             
positions were part of the process. Another way to prevent people to obtain too much power                
were to banish the specific person for a period of ten years. This process involved a collective                 
voting against the person with too much power. Finally it is important to emphasise that the                46
democracy lasted for almost two hundred years but not without external challenges from outside              
enemies. First the Persian invasions in 490 BC and 480 BC and later the Peloponnesian War                
between Athens and Sparta. Especially the Peloponnesian war is important to stress because of              47
the way it affected the life of Aristophanes and his work.  
Aristophanes came from a rich, successful, landowning family and thus the family were not part of                
the aristocracy. Religious beliefs were still a big and dominant part of Greek society, the Greeks                48
believed in the Olympian Gods, which made The Clouds controversial by portraying Socrates and              
his school of Thinkery as people who rejected Zeus and the Olympian Gods. In the drama Socrates                 
represents protoscientific thinking, which was at the time very primitive and speculative. Natural             
causes and phenomenons, such as rain, thunder and lightning, were explained to be the gods’               
work. The god discourse was the dominating normative process, which was hard to challenge. 
When it comes to Aristophanes comedies, they were often political and directed towards the              
polis’ contemporary concerns. It is evident in Aristophanes major plays: ‘Lysistrata’, which deals             49
with the desire for peace, ‘Birds’, the probability of utopia and ‘Clouds’, the challenge and values                
of philosophy. Many of the political concerns were largely construed by the influence of the               50
Peloponnesian War (431 BC-404 BC) but also the Great Plague of 430 BC-426 BC, which dispatched                
more people in all of Athens than people who were killed during the Peloponnesian war. Thirdly                
Aristophanes experienced seven joyful years in a momentarily piece period with Sparta. All the              51
events played a crucial part in the creation of his works. In The Clouds, the story is centered                  
around the intellectual discipline of philosophy and the new experimental thoughts. Some of             
these thoughts would be characterised as early forms of natural sciences in explaining the natural               
46  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 20 
47  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 20 
48  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 215 
49  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 219 
50  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 218 
51  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 218 
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phenomenas. Aristophanes applies a parody on Socrates, who most of all reflected the             
philosophical discipline. First of all Socrates was known to be an ugly man, which made him easy                 
to portray when producing masks for the drama. Moreover Socrates was an easy target to ridicule                
because people could refer to him due to his rhetorical argumentation forms. He would question               
generally accepted assumptions about the world and could switch arguments around. 
Representing the past:  
In the beginning of The Clouds Strepsiades wakes up in the middle of the night because he is                  
restless and cannot sleep. His slave Xanthias is heavily asleep snoring and so is his son                
Pheidippides. Strepsiades blames the war for many of these troubles, which he states in the               
opening lines.  
“Damn! Lord Zeus, how this night drags on and on! It’s endless. Won’t daylight ever               
come?”  
“Oh, damn and blast this war - so many problems. Now I’m not allowed to punish my                 
own slaves.” 
We argue that the opening lines holds strong meanings/connotations in building up for the comic               
dramas dilemma but also signify a metaphor of the war. The subject night we analyse as the                 
Peloponnesian War and that the war is never ending. The Clouds was produced during this war,                
which then creates good indications from what perspective Aristophanes was writing from. Thus             
Peloponnesian War is not the main historical event that influenced Aristophanes writings since             
The Clouds was primarily a satirical critique of the practice of philosophy. According to Silk,               
philosophy and oratory intensified during the Peloponnesian War and took over the arts of              
tragedy and comedy. Aristophanes was both an observer and participant of this process so a               52
good explanation could be that he observed how philosophy influenced people during and after              
the wars. In The Clouds Aristophanes applies his observations by creating irony, which is evident in                
how he wants Pheidippides to join The Thinkery. The irony is that Pheidippides rejects to join The                 
Thinkery because who wants to join the rascals who look dirty and walk barefooted? The reality                
might have been the opposite where many young men joined the education of the sophists. What                
52  Silk 2000: 13 
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we can extract from The Clouds is that it tells us something about the political and cultural                 
conditions in the Classical society. That philosophy was dominant and influenced people’s lives. 
 
Triadic model: 
First we approach the element of the Satirist (author), which is Aristophanes. As previously stated               
he was highly influenced by the conditions of Classical Athens. Athens was known for some of the                 
earliest philosophers, the sophists. The sophists traveled around Greece to educate young men in              
the study of language and rhetoric to enable them in becoming successful public speakers. We               53
know from Kellogg (Plato) that Socrates was considered to despise the sophist for their              
manipulation of the language and teaching fees. Socrates on the other hand was famous for his                
good nature and rejection of money and power. When it comes to how Aristophanes portrays               
Socrates, he is portrayed as a charlatan and a rascal character who turns good arguments upside                
down. It is observable in the character of Strepsiades who desires to master the skill of speaking                 
the worse argument. In the following quote the point is evident when Strepsiades tries to               
persuade his son Pheidippides on why he should learn to speak the worse argument. 
“They say that those men have two kinds of arguments - the Better, whatever that               
may Mean, and the Worse. Now, of these two arguments, the Worse can make an               
unjust case and win.”  54
Aristophanes production of The Clouds was therefore affected by the social practice of philosophy.              
He thought comedy was superior to philosophy because it could tell much more about the people                
and society than philosophy. In The Clouds Aristophanes challenges philosophy through satirising            55
Socrates. According to Kellogg, the real Socrates we know of, had the opposite characteristics than               
the one in The Clouds. Thus for people who knew Socrates he must have been both an admirable                  
but also frustrating character because of his good nature. Socrates rejected fees for teaching and               
questioned all assumptions about the world. He distanced himself from money and power and              
was always searching for the truth. Aristophane’s caricature of Socrates has some implicit truths              56
53  Johansen 2007: 131 
54  Johnston 2003: 9 
55  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 214 
56  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 231 
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claims. The fact that Socrates had many young followers, who admired him and in his youth, he                 
challenged divine powers and was interested in science. Why Aristophanes used Socrates as an              57
object of satire must partially be his controversial figure. The audience could relate to the               
character Socrates because he was a public figure. Finally Socrates had a recognisable rhetoric in               
his famous dialogues, which Aristophanes could echo. The second reason, for ridiculing Socrates,             
is, that the character Socrates embodies sophism and together that construct a satire of              
philosophy. These different elements create good conditions for constructing a prime and irony by              
echoing the genre and register of philosophical practice. The echoic irony creates the effect that               
philosophy seems ridiculous when the argumentation entails a search for a ridiculous truth. It is               
observable in the worse and the good argument, but also on page twelve where a student of                 
Socrates tells Strepsiades that Socrates can explain how a gnat buzzes through its intestinal tract.               58
The dialogue constructs an ironical argumentation form of how philosophers argue in reality. In              
the end of The Clouds Aristophanes creates an internal discursive turning, where he constructs the               
critique of philosophy. 
We argue that the satiree of The Clouds was the intellectuals, the cultural elite of the classical                 
society. Thus we emphasise the fact that there can be several other satirees because the satirist is                 
not always in control of who will receive the satire. In the revised version of The Clouds,                 
Aristophanes admits who the satiree was. It is noticeable from page thirty-five to thirty-nine              
where the Chorus Leader is addressing the audience and accusing them for their stupidity and               
ignorance. What is performed is a long monologue defending the original play and why it is placed                 
last.  
“For I thought you were a discerning audience and this comedy the most intelligent of               
all my plays.” 
“I place the blame for this on you intellectuals, on whose behalf I went to all that                 
trouble.”   59
First it is evident, that the monologue is an obvious example of the drama, is the revised version.                  
According to Johnston the part played by the Chorus Leader could very well have been played out                 
57  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 231 
58  Johnston 2003: 12 
59  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 35 
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by Aristophanes himself or an actor who would have performed the lines on his behalf. We                60
therefore argue that when Aristophanes decides to address and blame the intellectuals through             
the Chorus Leader it is a proof of how much influence the intellectuals possessed when it came to                  
the voting of the best comic drama. 
The main target of The Clouds is philosophy, which is integrated through the character of Socrates                
and The Thinkery. Aristophanes’ character of Socrates represents a caricature but also sophism. It              
is evident in the beginning of the play on page eight, where Strepsiades tells Pheidippides, that if                 
one gives payment to Socrates, he would teach how to win an argument on any cause.  
“If someone gives them cash, they’ll teach him how to win an argument on any               
cause, just or unjust.”  61
Here we perceive a reference to the sophists who traveled around Greece and received payment               
for educating young men in humanistic values and knowledge. The real Socrates on the other               
hand never accepted money. Socrates rejected money and power all together and valued the              
truth and the good life. His view on the sophists were highly critical towards their empty rhetoric,                 
which did not constitute much truth to the world. It seems contradictory but could also be                62
Aristophanes’ purpose. Aristophanes’ character looks worse and more ridiculous, which makes           
him easier to ridicule and create irony. It also constructs a stronger satire of philosophy because                
the sophists were embodied in the character of Socrates. Together the two components created              
many fruitful elements in targeting the discipline of philosophy. As previously stated Aristophanes             
believed comedy to be superior to philosophy. Comedy was a way of portraying the everyday life                
in Athens and even Plato recognised the importance of Aristophanes’ work if one would              
understand the contemporary Athens. More important the Greeks considered comedy to be the             
mirror of life and philosophy was definitely part of the everyday life.   63
It is important to emphasise that we argue there exists an overall discursive target in the triadic                 
model. We base this assumption on Simpson’s theory that satire follows the three elements              
satirist, satiree and target. Thus several other subjects can be targeted as well. Aristophanes              
60  Johnston 2003: 98-99 
61  Johnston 2003: 8 
62  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 231 
63  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 214 
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constructs the other targets through specific sentences that have references to the Greek society.              
These references might be a critique of conditions in society or just useful techniques in creating                
the satire. This is observable when Strepsiades tries to punish his slave Xanthias who just walks                
away. According to Johnston, the slaves had better conditions during the Peloponnesian War             
because if the slaves were not treated with care, then they would run to the enemy. The                 64
reference on the slaves reaction could be an echoic irony in the sense that Aristophanes               
exaggerates the slaves behaviour during the war. 
Other targets are specific individuals in the Greek society. One of the most famous people               
Aristophanes enjoyed to mock were general Cleon. Cleon was mocked in several of Aristophanes’              
comic dramas. Cleon was the most powerful politician in the 420’s BC when Aristophanes was               
writing his comic dramas. It tells us that politics played an essential role in comedies. In the                 65
following example from the text we perceive Cleon as the object of ridicule.  
“The sun at once pulled his wick back inside himself, and said if Cleon was to be you                  
general then he’d give you no light. Nonetheless, you chose him. They say this city like                
to make disastrous choices.”  66
Then there exists several references to the Greek person Cleishenes who was a public known               
homexual in the Athenian Cleonymos who was accused of dropping his shield and run away from                
battle. The references to the public figures work as methods to apply and relate specific characters                
with these personal qualities. We observe the reference of Cleonymos on page twenty-five in a               
dialougue between Strepsiades and Socrates. Finally Aristophanes targets the tragic poets, which            67
are his artistic opponents, because the classical artists were divided between the traditional             
discipline of writing tragedies and the more modern discipline of comedies. Tragedy was the              
earliest form of the cultural innovations in the Classical Age and was also the most prestigious.                68
We observe in the following example how Aristophanes mocks the tragic poets. 
 
64  Johnston 2003: 95 
65  Silk 2000: 10 
66  Johnston 2003: 37-38 
67  Johnston 2003: 25 
68  Silk 2000: 12 
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 Worse argument: 
“I grant you that. What’s next? Our tragic poets, where are they from?” 
Better Argument:  
“They come from major assholes.”  69
To sum up the main points of Aristophanes targets, it consist of an overall discursive target, which                 
is philosophy. An explanation could be that from 450’s BC to 420’s BC new social conditions were                 
developed, which challenged traditional cultural disciplines as poetry, tragedies and comedies.           
The new philosophical, enquiry leaded by the sophists, challenged previous accepted perceptions            
on life. These developments occurred during Aristophanes’ life and the philosophical and scientific             
enquiry only intensified through the years. This could very well have played a crucial part in                70
targeting the satire. It should not necessarily be understood as Aristophanes was against novelties,              
but maybe a reflection of life. Finally we emphasised that several smaller targets exist in the                
drama such as references to conditions in society and specific individuals. 
Finally when the three elements are established we can analyse how successful the effects of The                
Clouds were. First it is always easier to argue about the success when one knows how the                 
audience received the satirical work. This belief builds on the fact that the receiver plays an active                 
role in decoding. In spite of this challenge we know that The Clouds was placed third out of three                   
competing comic dramas and the revised version, which exists today, was never performed.             
Nevertheless it seemed like the satiree did not receive it well, if he or she trusts the Chorus Leader                   
in the text, where Aristophanes defends his drama. Instead of widening the gap between              
philosophy and the intellectuals it either reproduced or made them move closer together. As we               
previously mentioned, philosophy intensified rapidly in those years. Thus if we take into account              
the target of Socrates, then it might have moved the intellectuals further away from Socrates.               
Plato argued The Clouds constituted to Socrates later trial and execution.   71
 
69  Johnston 2003: 69 
70  Silk 2000: 12-13 
71  Kellogg 2012: 214 
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Hierarchical model:  
In the translation of The Clouds, we have been working with, we are presented two different                
characters who are perceived with different intersubjective experiences we will focus on.            
Subsequently the characters have their own interpersonal experiences through social interaction           
and events. We will examine the lexico-grammar and the register of the characters in the play.                
Finally there exists an overall discursive theme.  
In the beginning of the drama Strepsiades has an interpersonal experience of being at war. In this                 
way Aristophanes echoes the social reality of Athens being at war with Sparta and applying it to                 
the drama. For the protagonist Strepsiades the war has brought an interpersonal experience of              
troubles and new changes to his living conditions. Part of this experience is grounded in the event                 
of not being able to punish his slaves because the result can be that his slave flees to the enemy.                    
Aristophanes creates Strepsiades interpersonal experiences in an ironical way by ridiculing the            
consequences of being at war. Other interpersonal experiences Strepsiades holds, is his debt to his               
creditors due to Pheidippides’ expensive horse racing. Strepsiades perceives himself as a guardian             
father and a caretaker of Pheidippides and therefore Pheidippides is in some sort of debt to his                 
father. Pheidippides should therefore go to The Thinkery for an education and acquire the skill of                
speaking the worse argument. It then follows that Strepsiades debt is manifested in a              
representation of the dramas dilemma, that he wants to learn the worse argument of Socrates.               
The worse argument, reflects a targeted critique against the philosophical discipline embodied in             
Socrates as a character. Aristophanes targets his critique by applying satire and the satire is being                
raised through the construction of the protagonist Strepsiades. The intersubjective experience of            
Strepsiades is a presentation of an unjust man who will deceive his creditors, moreover the               
experience of Strepsiades as a stupid old man with a bad memory.  
Other evident examples of Strepsiades intersubjective experiences are his blind trust in Socrates             
and The Thinkery. We analyse it through the events of the argumentations. Socrates achieves to               
convince Strepsiades about the fact that the Gods do not exist. The convincing rhetoric persuades               
Strepsiades to trust Socrates. Thus Strepsiades’ trust is also based on a blindness towards the               
money he owes the creditors. Strepsiades argues that if Socrates can reject the Gods then he can                 
argue for the unjust cause. Furthermore Strepsiades experiences the event a method to pursue his               
goal through philosophy. We argue that it is both a satirical critique of Strepsiades as a character,                 
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but also the philosophical discipline that can accomplish the goal. The theme of The Clouds is                
constructed around philosophy through the rhetorical argumentation, scientific thought and how           
to speak the unjust cause.  
The overall register draws on the philosophical practice and the intersubjective and interpersonal             
experiences of the characters are reflected in The Clouds. 
When it comes to Aristophanes’ genre of writing, it is important to stress that he is writing comic                  
dramas. The genre is defined as old comedy because his style of writing died with him. When we                  
trace old comedy back, it originated as events during religious festivals where songs were sung               
and religious ceremonies were held. But it first became interesting around 486 BC when comedy               
was added to the City of Dionysian festival, which took place once a year in March. It was sixty                   
years before Aristophanes would eventually receive his debut at the festival. The other festival,              
where comedy would appear, was the city of Lenaea. The procedure of creating comedies              72
followed much of the same structure as tragedies by having an archon to select the participants                
for the chorus. The archon was one out of nine magistrates who were officers in chief of                 
administrating the law in Athens. The chorus could embody up to twenty-four members where a               
tragedy would involve 15 and during tough war years the chorus could decrease to only two                
people in both comedy and tragedies. The state had the responsibility of paying for the actors’                
costumes, which was part of the reason. In the comedies there would normally be four actors and                 
in the tragedies three. Where old comedy diverges from tragedies, and later comedy, is how old                73
comedy is largely idea driven and not plot driven. The audience in old comedy is presented for a                  
series of scenes where specific humorist gimmicks keep repeating itself together with song and              
dance numbers, which are tight up with a loose single idea. These fantastic ideas are evident in                 
Aristophanes’ works, where the more fantastic the idea is, the better. In Lysistrata the women of                
Athens arrange a sex strike against all of the men in Greece because the women wants to achieve                  
peace. In The Clouds the main character hungers for acquiring the skill of speaking the worse                74
argument like Socrates so he can argue for why he should not repay his creditors. An fantastic idea                  
is therefore an important feature in old comedy. When it comes to a standard structure, which                
72  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 216 
73  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 216 
74  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 217 
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should not be understood as static, it follows. First there is a prologue, where the stage of action is                   
being set and what is about to happen, becomes evident. Secondly a parados, where the chorus is                 
presented and it can be either through a side entrance or by the introduction of chorus first song.                  
Then comes an agon, which is a debate that presents or establishes the conflict of the play. Then a                   
parabasis, where the author addresses the audience directly to engage them in his construction of               
ridicule of his opponents. By following the structure and using the different components, old              75
comedy was constituting to an entertaining space of event. The Athenians could through the              
comedy release themselves from everyday constraints by creating political, sexual and personal            
satire. It was a space for mocking all powerful forces and even the gods were expected to have                  
some sense of humour. This is especially evident in Aristophanes’ play The Clouds, where the               76
gods are being mocked for being stupid because they cannot explain why thunder and lightning is                
happening.  
We will argue that other minor genres are at play such the genre of philosophical practice. It is                  
evident in echoing the logic argumentation structure or rhetorical structure, which philosophers            
apply.  
In creating satire, the process presupposes an ideology according to Simpson’s theory because             
satire is a targeted critique of either a person or conditions in society. If there is no critique                  
following the echoic irony process then it stays on a level of parody. In The Clouds an obvious                  
critique of the overall discourse of philosophy exists, which we argue is manifested in              
Aristophanes’ critical belief on philosophy. Furthermore many examples of constructions of satire            
exist. Aristophanes elevates it from a level of parody by first constructing the prime, which embed                
the genre and register of the philosophical practise. Then it follows an dialectic turning in the end                 
where the satiree is presented with negative consequences of philosophy. The ideology about the              
consequences of philosophy seems strong. If we compare with today’s society we could draw the               
caricature of The Thinkery with today’s religious sects. It seems legit that Aristophanes perceived              
philosophy in this way because the sophists had many followers and received fees for their               
education. The same is evident for the real Socrates.  
75  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 217 
76  Kellogg K. M. 2012: 218 
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Jonathan Swift: A Modest Proposal 
This chapter will begin with a resume of the text A Modest Proposal by Jonathan Swift followed by                  
a short introduction to the time of which the text was written in. Afterwards an analysis of A                  
Modest Proposal will be conducted first based on the theory from Mary Fulbrook and then an                
analysis of the text within the framework of Simpson’s two models. 
Resume  
A Modest Proposal is a text with the wild suggestion to how the figurative author imagined                
abolishing the poverty of Ireland at the time. In short terms, he suggests fattening up the Catholics                 
children rather than leading the mothers into an abortion, and thereafter selling them to the rich                
landlords of the society, who would supposedly eat them. To fully understand the meaning of the                
text, and the satirical criticism that is made within, it is important to look at the society in which                   
Swift lived in at the time. 
Historical background 
During the late 1720’s in Ireland, the economy was poor. One reason for this was climate changes,                 
meaning a decreasing in harvests. The eighteenth century was furthermore the Irish era of the               
pamphlet literature yet most of the pamphleteers published their work anonymously. Throughout            
the 1720’s to the 1740’s pamphleteers focused on the economic issues. Due to this several               77
pamphleteers blamed the bankers for the decreasing economy. The bankers were accused of             
being greedy. They overvalued gold, making it a limited use for both internal trade and everyday                
transaction, while exporting silver at a low rate compared to the buying country.  78
In addition most of the pamphleteers were Protestants, believing the Catholics debarred from             
land ownership and instead addressed the economics to become a member of the majority of the                
moneyed element in the society.  79
A Modest Proposal is written in 1729 by the Irish writer Jonathan Swift, who was born in 1667 and                   
died in 1745. It is a text full of socio-satirical criticism directed at the Irish politicians and bankers,                  
77  http://www.historyireland.com/volume-20/pamphleteering-in-mid-eighteenth-century-ireland/ 
78  
http://www.historyireland.com/18th-19th-century-history/hang-up-half-a-dozen-bankersattitudes-to-bankers-in-mid-eig
hteenth-century-ireland/ 
79  
http://www.historyireland.com/18th-19th-century-history/hang-up-half-a-dozen-bankersattitudes-to-bankers-in-mid-eig
hteenth-century-ireland/ 
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as well as a critique of the handling of the poverty, which the majority of Ireland was struck by.                   
Hidden as both a religious a socio-critical satire throughout the text, Swift wrote one of the most                 
important texts, when looked upon through an analytic perspective. He attacks a culture, a part of                
society which he feels does not function, through humour, he even succeeds to do this so well that                  
many were not able to recognise the irony and sarcasm and actually believed his text, was an                 
actual suggestion. 
Representing the Past 
In the beginning of A Modest Proposal Swift takes the position of an educated man, arguing for a                  
solution to the poverty problem amongst the Irish people. Swift introduces a statistic of the               
infants born every year to strengthen his argument for the overpopulation of the lower cast. This                
can be argued for being the view the English people had on the Irish the 1720’s. This does not only                    
tell us that the Irish population suffered from poverty in 1729, but also that it did not affect the                   
English population who lived in Ireland. The English people in the A Modest Proposal is illustrated                
as the persons who are buying the Irish children for food, which entails that the English                
inhabitants were not struggling economically. 
If we look at an academically historical written book regarding the conditions of Ireland in the                80
1720’s it is revealed that the description of the Englishmen are accurate, but also influenced by                
how the Irishmen looked upon the Englishmen. As said the Englishmen were landowners in              
Ireland, which meant that they were richer than the Irishmen. Furthermore there was a conflict               
between the Catholics and the Protestants, which could have been the reason to why Swift               81
would portray them as a child eating people, since he himself was a Protestant. 
 
Analysis  
To fully understand why Jonathan Swift is such an important satirical writer, and why his writings                
still are relevant, one will have to understand the methods that he used. A Modest Proposal was                 
written in a time where poverty governed Ireland, the distance between the rich and the poor was                 
especially high, and not everyone must have been blessed with the knowledge or tools to read                
between the lines in his suggestion. Many thought that it was a real suggestion, to a problem that                  
was very hard to solve. This way of outraging the reader and somewhat drawing them closer into                 
80  Cody 2002: 1 
81  Cody 2002: 1 
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the story, is something that Jonathan is very well known for and is also why he is placed in the                    
Juvenal end of Elliot’s spectrum. He depicts a landscape, and describes it so well through his                
writings, that it can be hard to figure out whether if he is joking or is actually suggesting something                   
as disturbing as eating children, which is a trade within the category of tragical satire, where the                 
satirist describes the horrors of the world we live in. 
Swift’s writings, as well as A Modest Proposal, are meant to capture people’s imagination, and let                
them think differently about the society that they live in.  
“Swift’s Satire is designed to shock the reader into a new awareness of himself, and               
the follies and vices which he shares with the rest of mankind.”  82
This quote illustrates that Swift’s intention with the proposal is to shock his fellow citizens into                
realising that there is something completely wrong with the society that they live in. This places                
him again within the Juvenal and tragical form of satire.  
 
Triadic Structure 
The satirist of A Modest Proposal was Jonathan Swift. The text is focused around giving a satirical                 
look at the absurdities which Swift finds in the Irish society at the time. As mentioned before the                  
English landlords often had Irish workers, who were forced to work for a pay that was well under                  
the limit for being acceptable. This often led to the Irish ending up being rather poor, and more                  
often than not able to pay their rent.   83
A part of A Modest Proposal also satirises the beliefs and prejudices that the majority of                
Protestants often had against the Catholics. Catholics were often viewed as and frowned upon by               
the English Protestants; this is also why Swift argues that eating the Catholic children would lead                
to a reduction of the catholic children. 
“For first, as I have already observed, it would greatly lessen the number of papists,               
with whom we are yearly overrun, being the principal breeders of the nation as well               
as our dangerous enemies […]”  84
82  Ward 1973: 10 
83  Cody 2000: 1 
84  Swift 1729: 9 
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This focuses on the prejudices that the Protestants had against the Catholics, and made a               
suggestion on how to solve the poverty problem. Generally the satire in Swift's essay are the rich                 
Englishmen who, from his perspective only, try to think about their own wellbeing and do not care                 
about the Irish people.  
The satiree, also known as the audience, of A Modest Proposal were both the Irish Catholic                
population as well as the English Protestants. Swift wanted to expose the difference between the               
rich and the poor with his pamphlet. He tried to encourage the Irish to gain more independence                 
from the English farmers and thereby closing the gap between the poor and the rich.  
 
Hierarchical Model 
A Modest Proposal is written as a pamphlet, which is normally no longer than fifty pages and no                  85
less than six. The reason for this is generally that pamphlets need to be easy to read, and that the                    
author is very precise in what knowledge he is trying to give the reader. Swift choses this genre                  
since it is a great way of raising awareness of a certain problem. It is possible through a pamphlet                   
to encourage the reader to step up and make a change, despite the limitation of pages in this                  
specific genre. A pamphlet could easily be passed around to people and are easy to read, which                 
means they can quickly spread an idea or the critique of one.  
Due to the genre that A Modest Proposal is written in it is important to look at the term uptake                    
from Simpson.  
“end it seems to boil down to the uptake of the satiree. When a satiree reads a given                  
text, they try to identify what the authors intends to communicate.”  86
Some may see this text as a serious suggestion, and some might still do, not realizsng what Swift is                   
trying to tell people. This means that people have their own way of reading the essay. Some might                  
only see the disturbing images of children being fed and cooked, instead of realising that Swift is                 
actually painting an image of a flaw in the society which is so disturbing and comical that only a                   
suggestion as drastically as this would put an end to the poverty.  
When looking at the register of A Modest Proposal there is a change of tone between the prime                  
and the dialectic element. Throughout the introduction of his pamphlet the tone is             
85  An unbound thin book 
86  Simpsons 2003: 155 
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straightforward and formal to make the reader understand the current issues and moreover agree              
with those. After the introduction he proposes his idea of eating the kingdom’s children. The word                
humbly often appears hereafter and he recommends how to prepare the children for different              
dishes and how to season. Because of this the mode and tone is suddenly changed from a formal                  
to an informal, cosy one, as if he is talking to a friend. This is his way of using satire in the                      
pamphlet. 
In the end of the pamphlet he numbers his conclusions in which he returns to the formal tone, but                   
in contrary to the introduction the irony emerges here as seen in the following quote: 
“Men would become as fond of their wives during the time of their pregnancy as they                
are now of their mares in foal, their cows in calf (…)”  87
 
The Prime and Dialectic element: 
The prime in A Modest Proposal is introduced via all the ways in which Swift tries to argument that                   
the proposal, he is about to give, is very formal manner. For instance, he talks about the foreign                  
people visiting Dublin and when they walked through the town and all they see are beggars and                 
children living in poverty: 
“Those who walk through this great town or travel in the country, when they see the                
streets, the roads and Cabbin-doors, crowded with beggars of the female sex,            
followed by three, four or six children all in rags, and importuning every passenger for               
an alms.”  88
A part of the prime in the essay is also his persuasion in convincing the reader how he is not the                     
only one who would support such a suggestion as Swift is about to make. 
“I think it is agreed by all Parties that this prodigious number of children in the arms,                 
or on the backs, or at the heels of their mothers, and frequently of their fathers, is in                  
the present deplorable state of the kingdom, a very great additional, a very great              
additional grievance; and therefore whoever could find out a fair, cheap and easy             
method of making these children sound, useful members of the commonwealth           
87  Swift 1729: 10 
88  Swift 1729: 1 
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would deserve so well of the public, as to have a statue set up for a preserver of the                   
nation.”  89
The quote from above represents a perfect example of how the prime of the essay is constructed                 
by Swift, making a serious argument that leads to the dialectic element of the following quote:  
“I am assured by very knowing American of my acquaintance in London; that a young               
healthy child, well nursed, is, at a year old, a most delicious, nourishing, and              
wholesome food; whether stewed, roasted, baked or boiled, and I make no doubt,             
that it will equally serve in a fricassee or ragout.”  90
Up until the dialectic element of child eating, the pamphlet seems sincere in offering a serious                
solution of the poverty problem in Ireland. Due to Swift’s well argumented prime, the uptake of                
the satire can be understood differently and some people do not register the dialectic element,               
which means they think Swift is seriously proposing eating children. After the above mentioned              
quote the dialectic element is activated, as the shift in the essay is so provocative and brutal, that                  
it shocks the readers.  
 
 
 
 
Terry Pratchett: Small Gods 
In this chapter the novel Small Gods written by Terry Pratchett will be introduced and analysed.                
First there will be a resume of Small Gods, followed by an analysis, the satirical structures of the                  
novel. In the analysis the methods from Simpson will be utilised and the satire will be placed in the                   
Juvenal - Horace spectrum. Differently from the the two previously chapters, which contained a              
section of the historical background, this chapter will not consist of one, since there is no historical                 
background to Small Gods. 
 
89  Swift 1729: 1 
90  Swift 1729: 7 
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Resume 
The story takes places in the country of Omnia where we follow the main character who is a boy                   
by the name of Brutha. Omnia is a country where religion controls the society, and if the people in                   
Omnia disagree with the religious authority they swiftly gets tortured or killed. Brutha is a novice                
in the religion, and one day he comes across a tortoise that starts speaking to him. The tortoise                  
claims to be the God Om. Do to the lack of believers in Omnia the God Om has been stripped of                     
his powers, so when he manifested himself in the Discworld he ended up as a turtle instead of the                   
bull he intended to be. Brutha is apparently the only person in Omnia who actually believes in Om,                  
and therefore the only person who can hear and communicate with the God.  
Brutha has been gifted with a remarkable memory and therefore been chosen by the head of the                 
Quisition, Vorbis, to accompany him on a trip to a land called Ephebe. Omnia had tried to invade                  
Ephebe with the purpose of imposing their religion onto the Ephebians. After a failed invasion,               
Vorbis has to travel to Ephebe to negotiate a peace treaty. When Brutha and Vorbis alongside the                 
Omnian soldiers reach the shore of Ephebe they are astounded to find the capital treating               
philosophers as respected men and not punishing them for blasphemy, in other words thinking              
freely and critically about the world. The philosophers have a great influence on Brutha. He begins                
to think for himself and question Vorbis, whereas he had always earlier followed the rules of his                 
religion blindly. During his stay in Ephebe Brutha meets the philosopher Didactylos and his              
nephew Urn. Didactylos believes that the Discworld is flat and placed on top of four elephants that                 
stands on the shell of a giant turtle, which swims through space. The Omnian religion espouses                
that the world is a perfect sphere. 
When the Omnians surprisingly launch an attack on Ephebe, Brutha switches side and helps              
Didactylos save the Great Library, containing all the theories of philosophers, by memorising the              
scrolls. He then escapes with the two of them and a soldier, by the name of Simony, who has                   
deserted the Omnians to protect Didactylos. Sadly they end up in a storm at sea and Brutha jumps                  
overboard at the instructions of Om and ends up stranded in the desert surrounding Ephepe. In                
the desert he meets Vorbis, who have chased them from Ephebe into the storm. Vorbis is almost                 
dead when Brutha finds him, and despite of knowing how Vorbis truly is like, he decides to help                  
him and carry him all the way back to Omnia. The desert is home to the small gods, which are                    
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gods, who have no believers in them, and Om begins to come around seeing Brutha’s point of                 
view more, since he is forced to face his own mortality as a god.  
Before reaching the capital, Brutha is attacked by Vorbis, who knocks him unconscious and              
attempts to kill Om in his turtle form. Vorbis does not succeed in killing Om but kills an innocent                   
normal tortoise instead. When Brutha regain consciousness, he is back in the capital and Vorbis               
has claimed that their God Om has spoken to him in the desert, declaring him the next Prophet.                  
Brutha tries to tell everyone the truth about Vobis, but is accused of heresy and sentenced to burn                  
in public on the back of a bronze turtle. 
Meanwhile, Om have intimidated an eagle into flying him to Omnia, in an attempt to find Brutha.                 
In the moment when Brutha is strapped onto the turtles back Om drops from the sky hitting                 
Vorbis in the head killing him. This miracle is witnessed by the crowd who begins to believe in Om                   
again restoring his powers instantly. In gratitude Om declares Brutha the rightful prophet and              
agrees to some changes within the church. Less torture and the acceptation of other religions.               
After sorting out the war peacefully, Brutha grows old and dies a hundred years later. According to                 
the Omnian faith the dead has to cross a desert before reaching judgement. But when Brutha                
arrives in this desert he sees Vorbis sitting in the sand. He had not started his journey yet despite                   
being dead for a century. Brutha does not let Vorbis’ horrible character and his actions change                
who he himself is, and he decides to show compassion to Vorbis and help him across the desert. 
Representing the Past 
Pratchett describes a society where religion once hold a great meaning for the society, but no                
longer does. The Omnians were once truly believers of their God Om, this fate later been replaced                 
by fear of the Church or just become apart of their everyday lives. This description fits upon the                  
Western society within the modern age. In Europe religion once ruled, but has now faded and                
even though some people still believe in God the majority follows the religious traditions out of                
habit. 
Analysis 
Terry Pratchett’s novels can be classified as a soft form of satire. His critique is hidden behind a                  
narrator and a story, which means that his books have a very broad audience. His books consist of                  
two layers. The top layer is the story, with all the characters and the adventures. The second layer                  
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is where we find the satire. Beneath the story of Brutha and his God Om is a critique of religion.                    
Some people and especially children and young people only reads Pratchett’s book as the top               
layer, because they do not have the necessary references to understand what is being satirised               
and thereby do not uncover the second layer. When looking at Terry Pratchett as a writer and                 
satirist, that hides the satire, we can call his works indirect satire. This form of satire combined                 91
with Pratchett’s place on the Juvenal-Horace spectrum categorises Small Gods as soft satire. As              92
mentioned earlier the Juvenal-Horace spectrum is a measurement of how soft or harsh the satire               93
comes across in the text. Terry Pratchett is placed in the end of Horacation satire, due to his way                   
of utilising mild mockery and witty references in his novels. 
 
Triadic structure 
Since Pratchett is the author of the book he is the one who constructed the satire; this means that                   
he is placed as the satirist. The main target of satire in the novel is religion, and specifically                  
different vices that is sometimes associated with religion. Philosophers, and philosophy in general,             
is also extensively parodied throughout the book, but we will argue further on that. Pratchett has                
a very dedicated fanbase following his Discworld book series. The satiree is not intended, as such,                
to be anyone in particular, since he is a novelist, and even though Small Gods is a satire, it is the                     
Horatian type, and Pratchett’s main focus with his book is to produce humour, and he would                
probably prefer as many people as possible to read his writings. The readers of Pratchett’s novels                
ranged from children to elderly people, with different backgrounds and social statuses. Due to the               
two layers in his novels his stories fit the wide audience. The children and the young people                 
usually only see the first layer and read the novel for the story, whereas the adults read Pratchett                  
not only for the story, but also for the satire hidden within it.  
 
91  Elliot 2004: 1 
92  Elliot 2004: 2 
93  Chapter “What is Satire? 
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Hierarchical model 
Small Gods is packed with intertextuality, analogies and metaphors. Almost every name is a              
parody of something. Brutha is a synonym for brother, which is a pun, since he is a monk/brother                  
of the church. The character brother Nhumrod is a munk struggling with repressing his sexual               
urges, which his name is a rather funny reference to.  
The philosopher Didactylos seems to be an amalgam of various Greek philosophers, such as              
Aristotle and Plato. Didactic is also very fitting since it is a way of engaging the student through a                   
scientific educational style. Didactylos often uses this style to challenge and help Brutha’s             
intellectual growth. Besides these three examples, every page is crammed with witty references             
and playful parody.  
“One minute it’s all is Truth Beauty and Is Beauty Truth, and Does a falling Tree in                  
the forest Make a Sound if There’s No one there to Hear It’(…) ‘does it?’ ‘does what?’                 
‘make a sound. If it falls down when no one's there to hear it.’ ‘who cares?”  94
 
Pratchett parodies philosophy more than he actually satirises them. Most of it is done in a good                 
mannered way, and even though there is some dialectical elements to be extrapolated from his               
writings, this is up to the satirical intake of the satiree. Since we are the satiree in the context of                    
analysing his writing, we feel that philosophy is being parodied, instead of actually satirised, but               
we recognise that a different satiree might get a satirical uptake from that subject matter.  
The genre, which Pratchett writes in, is the novel form. He does not do it to shadow his target, but                    
since he is a novelist it is natural he would choose this format for his satire. On the level of register                     
and lexico-grammar we see how he employs the rhetoric of Vorbis to echo the way religious                
rhetoric deflects criticism.  
“Where there are punishment, there are always a crime. (...) Sometimes the crime             
follows the punishment, which only servers to prove the foresight of the Great God.”   95
94  Pratchett 1993: 142-43 
95  Pratchett 1993 133-34 
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“The Quisition can not be wrong. Things can only be as the God wishes them. It is                 
impossible that the world could run in any other way, is it not so?”  96
Both quotes illustrate circular reasoning “where there are punishment, there are always a crime,”              
ergo the church can never be wrong in its judgement, since even if no crime has been committed                  
the punished would surely have done it in the future, which they can know thanks to the foresight                  
of their God. The church can never be wrong, and they use themselves to justify themselves, and                 
this logical fallacy is smartly illustrated in the above quotes.  
 
Prime and Dialectic 
The prime is first established through the narration of the omnipotent narrator about the way the                
Omnian society works, and how they are a god fearing country. We see how the quisition inspires                 
fear in the population, and how the most powerful people in the church use the religion to justify                  
their way of life. The prime, that is being established, is how the Omnian religion echoes that of                  
our real world religions and especially the Christian religion of the Middle Ages. People are               
following the religion, but most are doing it because they are scared of the torture branch of the                  
religion called the quisition.  
The dialectic element is introduced when the readers discover, through Om’s thoughts, that the              
only one who truly believes in him anymore, is actually Brutha. 
“And the thing about Brutha’s flame of belief was this: In all the citadel, in all the day,                  
it was the only one the god had found .”  97
Everyone else in Omnia is either just following the traditions because that is what they have                
always done, or because they are too afraid to do otherwise, and the people in the highest                 
positions in the church do not believe, and most of them are just using the faith as an excuse to                    
oppress people and having their own way. The criticism is towards organised religion. The dialectic               
element makes us reevaluate the prime, which we thought was a society filled with believers, to                
make us see that they just believe or fear the system, and are not true believers at all. This                   
criticism can be levied against a lot of believers today, exemplified in people who will claim to                 
96  Pratchett 1993: 133 
97  Pratchet 1993: 91 
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adhere to a religion, but they actually only care about it for cultural reasons, or people who cherry                  
pick their respective religious texts to support their own selfish desires, as exemplified by Vorbis               
many times. 
In Small Gods we discover that gods are only given power and existence by genuine belief in them                  
by people. This both create some fun comedy, in that atheistic philosophers are struck by               
lightening daily, and it is also a clever sociological analogy of religion. In our shared social reality,                 
certain things, such as money, political power, laws and so on, only exist because we collectively                
agree on them and follow the rules given to us by society. This gets spilled out quite literally in                   
Small Gods, where we even see a hierarchy of gods according to whom have most believers. In the                  
real world, the contemporary religions with the most believers, generally also holds the most              
power and influence over their time. So even though gods are real in the Discworld universe, they                 
would all cease to exist the day everybody gave up belief. Parallel to the real world the Discworld                  
religions fight and whoever comes out on top wipes the other on out. Pratchett constructed a                
clever sociological analogy of how this process would look manifested physically in other words              
the religion is only given power by the amount of believers that happen to support any particular                 
faith. This interpretation is up to debate, since another satree might take away a different uptake                
of the satire.  
 
Pratchett is adept at weaving in not so subtle critic of religion. This is often done both by different                   
characters interacting with one another and by the omnipotent narrator. in the book Pratchett              
ironically turns the popular argument for the existence of a god, the “watchmaker argument ,” on               98
its head. A common sense observation shows that there is lot wrong with the world, and an                 99
omnipotent and all powerful being would surely be able to do better. In the last two paragraphs                 
we find a clear demonstration of prime and dialectical element at work.  
“(When the Omnian Church found out about Koomi, they displayed him every town             
within the Church's empire to demonstrate the essential flaws in his argument.) -             
Prime 
98  Popular creationist argument, that our world is fine tuned, so it must require a creator. 
99  Pratchett 1993: 117 
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(There were a lot of towns, so they had to cut him up quite small ).” - Dialectical                 100
element  
First we get an ironic echoic mention that the church responds to Koomi’s criticism. Our               
understanding of the prime is then turned on its head, by the dialectical element in the next                 
paragraph, being that “by demonstrating the essential flaws in his argument” it is ironically meant               
that they simply killed him, and to “demonstrate it in every town” they had to cut him up in a lot of                      
pieces. The irony is oppositional employed here to show how the church responds to criticism.               
One of the central themes of the satire towards religion in Small Gods, is the church reluctance to                  
accept new knowledge as fact, if it goes against their established beliefs. This is a clear parallel to                  
how the christian church historically have a history of oppressing opposition and new knowledge.              
One of the central plot points of the novel is the that the philosopher Didactylos wrote a book that                   
proposes, what most of the discworld already know to be true, that the world is actually on the                  
back on a giant turtle, and that it is moving: De chelonian mobile, which means the turtle moves,                  101
is an obvious parallel and parody of Galileo's trials in getting the church to believe that the earth                  
was moving and not the sun. The Omnian church also thinks the world is a sphere which is                  102
echoic irony at play again, since it is a replay of galileo and the church, but their positions are                   
ironically switched. The oppositional irony in this case is that we get to hear Om, the God who                  
supposedly told his prophets that the world was round, opposing the church and calling the idea                
of a round world stupid.  
The main arm of the church is also called quisition, which is a pun on the inquisition of the church                    
of old. It takes some basic historical knowledge for the satiree to get an uptake of the text which                   
would lead to a satirical conclusion. This is why we classify Small Gods as indirect Horatian since                 
the satire is very playful and not especially harsh in its condemnation of religious ignorance.  
  
100 Pratchett 1993: 118 
101 Pratchett 1993: 31 
102 Pratchett 1993: 130-31 
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Conclusion 
We have tried to argue that Aristophanes was both an observer and practicers of Athens in the                 
Classical Age. The social conditions were highly affected by the Peloponnesian War and it can be                
argued to have intensified the philosophical enquiry in search for brighter days and how the               
utopian world should look like. The traditional arts of tragedy and comedy were challenged by               
philosophers of not being serious and constituting to the truth. What Aristophanes wrote were a               
comic drama that reflected the social life and satirized it. Whether Aristophanes tried to challenge               
power relations through his satire and make the satiree aware of philosophical consequences are              
unsure. There seem to exist a strong critique against philosophy but according to Kellogg the               
critique could also be manifested in artistic reasons. It was normal for comic writers to satirise                
everything even the gods and powerful people like the general and politician Cleon. In fact Cleon                
did try to prosecute Aristophanes but nothing happened. Moreover the old comedy writers could              
also satirise themselves. The Clouds as a satirical work did not succeed in the Classical Athens                
society but instead serves as a one the best sources to understand Athens social life. 
After having analysed A Modest Proposal it is apparent why it is always brought up as a fine                  
example of satirical critique of a society. Jonathan Swift lived in a time where poverty was more                 
common than anything, and where the Irish people was often overlooked by the English society as                
they were a minority. A Modest Proposal was a way for Swift to be heard, a provocative but very                   
functional way of being heard. Most often we need to see problems as well as everyday situations                 
from a different perspective, for us to make sense of it, and that is what Swift does with this                   
pamphlet.  
Throughout the story the reader is presented with various satirical and provocative ways of              
changing the current state of the Irish society. Swift writes in a very satirical and characteristic                
manner, which is also apparent in his other writings. The sole purpose was to make people                
acknowledge that something was wrong here. That the English landlords had far too much power,               
as well as Ireland had far too little saying in their own causes. 
Paul Simpson’s Triadic Model gave us the tools to analyse who the author was targeting, what the                 
purpose of the text was, as well as who were supposed to read the story. It also established the                   
possibility for us to get a deeper look into how satire is used to criticise a society. When looking at                    
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A Modest Proposal it is easy to see that Swift is generally mocking the upper English class through                  
a very clever use of satire. Through the absurdities in cooking a child, and all the different ways to                   
do so, he arguments very efficiently for his satirical look at what he thinks is wrong with the Irish                   
society, and how much power the English landlords had over the Irish society. Upon having               
analysed Swifts proposal, it is also clear why many of the people who read the essay are so                  
confused whether his proposal is serious or not. The essay can be interpreted on several different                
levels and as mentioned the uptake of the reader is vital for the satire. Not all you able to look                    
past the disturbing images of children being cooked and understand Swift’s intentions with the              
pamphlet. Which means that the satire can be overlooked easily, but also shows how complicated               
Swift’s writings are and his critique towards the Irish society. 
Small Gods is a Horatian satire that is very soft in its criticism of religion. Through our analysis we                   
discovered how Pratchett cleverly blends together a fantastical tale that both as a good fantasy               
story children and young adults alike, and as thought provoking satire of religion by adults. There                
is several example throughout Pratchett novel of the satirical composition, of setting up a prime               
and then delivering a dialectic twist, as we have shown in the analysis. a lot of the novel is also                    
dedicated to light hearted parody of philosophy, but we acknowledge that it depends very much               
on the satiree, in that what their uptake of the text means to them, conveys different meaning                 
from the text. It is pretty clear that Pratchett is insincere in his irony, since he is a well known                    
fantasy author and the text is so fantastical that we know by instinct it is not to be taken seriously.                    
The appropriateness claim is also covered, even though religion can be a touchy subject, Pratchett               
handles it in the horatian way of not condemning the target to much in his satire, which make it                   
easily digestible by the reader.  
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Chapter 4 - Discussion and Conclusion 
 Restating the Problem definition 
“How have the social and cultural context in history affected the construction of satire when it                
comes to purpose and effect in the case of Aristophanes’ The Clouds, Jonathan Swift’s A Modest                
Proposal and Terry Pratchett’s Small Gods. 
  
● What is satire? How can we define it? 
● How is satire constructed and what is the purpose and effect? 
● How is satire constructed in each of the three works? 
Has satire changed, evolved or is it the same way of constructing it through the three works?  
Discussion and conclusion: 
From the beginning of the project we wanted to keep the focus on satire and how, and if, it had                    
changed through the Classical Age to the modern time in the Western society. For that reason we                 
started of the first chapter by exploring what satire is and trying to define what elements satire                 
were constructed of. We used three different academic writings, who had their own set of rules                
about what satire is made up of, to create an understanding of what it is that makes for good                   
satire. Robert C. Elliott, Paul Simpson and Ruben Quintero all agrees that satire does not               
necessarily have to be funny, as long as it criticizes something or someone in a witty way, it can be                    
categorised as satire. Satire does not need to propose a solution to a problem, as long as it                  
highlights it. 
The three cases that have been analysed by the models from Simpson, the spectrum from Elliott                
and the theory of Representing the Past from Fulbrook. All of the cases have satirical elements in                 
common, but still differentiates from one another. They all fit within the Triadic Model from               
Simpson. A Modest Proposal and The Clouds are both placed in the Juvenile end of the spectrum                 
of satire, in that their satire is direct and more aggressive than the Horatian Small Gods satire. The                  
Clouds is the most direct of the three, since the people being satirised are actually named in the                  
play, Cleon and Socrates, and Aristophanes is not shy in presenting his targets in a very negative                 
light. A Modest Proposal is the most sly in its construction of its prime, and the delivery of its                   
dialectical element is expertly introduced at just the right time to shock the reader into a new                 
understanding of its prime. But, as we have discussed in the paper, this also means the satire is                  
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rather subtle about its echoic irony, which causes a lot of readers to have a sincere uptake of the                   
ideology ironically mirrored in its prime. it can be argued that Swift did not succeed in widening                 
the gap between the satiree and the satirized, for some people, and instead he shortened it. This                 
is exemplified in the quote below by a professor's reading of the text by his student. 
“I will always remember the reaction of a first-year college student to reading the proposal.               
He observed, with what appeared a guarded admiration, that “in those days when they              
had a problem, they didn’t pussy-foot around it.”   103
This quote is an example of how people still in the Modern society can misunderstand the satire in                  
A Modest Proposal. Swifts arguments are so well written that it is difficult to see that he is                  
satirizing the pamphlet as a genre, and is actually arguing for the proposal of eating children. Swift                 
uses a long time in building up his prime and therefore runs a greater risk of being interpreted as                   
being sincere about the primes ideology. 
Small Gods, unlike the other two satirical works, is a lot more playful in its satire of religion, but a                    
lot of the book is also dedicated to parodying a lot of other things such as philosophers and                  
general human stupidity. Its clear that even though Pratchett had a point he wanted to make, he                 
was still writing the book to be an enjoyable read with a lot of focus on humor. Depending on the                    
satiree’s uptake the satirical messages might get completely looked over, for example if you are a                
child you probably would not get the critique towards religion.  
In the end we find that the three satire’s we choose, each represent different forms and ways of                  
constructing a satire, and as mentioned in the definition of satire, it has the power to appear in an                   
almost endless number of ways. 
Through our problem definition we sought to investigate what defines satire and how it is               
constructed. Furthermore, we examined if the contemporary history and culture had an effect on              
the three satirical case studies.  
After analysing the cases from the theoretical framework determined by Paul Simpson, Mary             
Fulbrook, Robert C. Elliot and George A. Tent it has became apparent that even though the three                 
satirical texts are constructed differently, it is not a direct effect of the contemporary time, but of                 
the genre in which the satire is created within. Simpson argues that satire cannot stand alone, but                 
103 [1] Quintero 2011: 198 - 199 
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needs a genre to lash onto. The genres though are affected by point of time of which the texts are                    
created in. A Modest Proposal is published as a pamphlet due to the fact of the popularity of the                   
pamphlets in 1729 Ireland. This can be seen as well by the choice of genre use by Pratchett and                   
Aristophanes. Plays were popular at the time that The Clouds was written and fantasy novels are                
popular in the modern society.  
The differences of the construction of the satire in the three works, are different not only due to                  
the genre, but also because of the target audience and the target of the satire. What we then                  
discovered is that Satire seems to have some stable central building blocks, namely irony used to                
create a prime and dialectical element. This is true for the oldest of our satirical works , The                  
Clouds, as well as the newest one, Small Gods. All satire criticise someone or something regardless                
of the time of the creation. The differences of the satire in the three cases is the genre in which it                     
is presented. This is where we see an evolvement of satire. Satire began as a genre of poetry,                  
which later expanded to the genres of pamphlets, novels, comedy, paintings, song, plays etc. The               
debt of satire has not evolved to much, i.e. the literary techniques and what constitute satire, but                 
satires has surely gotten wider in the way its present in todays society, and how a satire has a lot                    
more mediums today to be used in its mockery of follies and man.  
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 Theory in The Humanities 
 
In the humanities it is always good to look critically at the used theories and methodologies 
in one’s papers, since academic history, and the last decade especially, has seen an 
exponential flourish of schools of thoughts in the many disciplines within the arts. Jeffrey 
Nealon succinctly quotes the Gang of Fours song Why Theory, when he examines why 
theory, and especially why talking about and being critical of theory, is important when 
conducting oneself in the humanities.  
 
We've all got  opinions 
Where do they come from? 
Each day seems like a natural fact 
And what we think 
Changes how we act 
­ From the album Solid Gold 1981 
 
Nealon argues that we should be thankful of theory, since it helps encapsulate opinions 
into forms that can be evaluated on a more objective level, instead of everyone shouting 
their opinion at one another.  Everyone has opinions on how the world works. But who 104
should we listen to? One persons point of view might seem just as good as the one 
besides him, so how do we differentiate between bad and good theory?  
This can be a hard thing to do indeed. Theory is important though, since without it we 
would just be spouting opinions at each other without any foundations from where it could 
be traced, discussed and critiqued. Theory then provides a foundation. The problem arises 
when there is a multitude of possible starting foundations to choose from when embarking 
on solving a problem definition.  
Nealon talks at great length about the way everything nowadays is post.  Today we have 105
postmodernism, post structuralism, post all most everything. One of the defining features 
104 Nealon 2011: 2­3 
105 Nealon 2011:139­42 
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of postmodernism is that it seems to insist on looking at the process instead of focusing on 
the product.  In the postmodern world a lot of things in our socially constructed world is 106
seen as being in a constant state of flux. Everything is constantly being constructed, 
deconstructed and put back together. When something is post it can then be understood, 
to some degree, to be the thing after post applied to itself, for example post irony, is irony 
about irony. 
Having a progression course about theory is also very postmodern, since we are expected 
to at once, both use different theories, but at the same time be aware of their fluxivity and 
be able to recognize how a theory gets constructed by an academic, maybe intensively 
used and adhered to by followers of a particular discipline, only to be discarded when the 
next kid on the block, i.e. a new popular theory, comes along and knocks it off its pedestal. 
This leads us into Thomas Kuhn's ideas about divergence and convergence.   
Thomas Kuhn pointed out, in a lecture from 1959, that the natural science textbooks would 
differ in pedagogy and level but usually have the same approaches to a single problem 
area, whereas the social and humanities textbooks differ widely in how to approach 
solving problems.  The natural sciences are known to be more convergent in their 107
theories, in that knowledge seems to accumulate over time, and instead of widely different 
theories to one problem, the best ones survives while the others gets left behind. 
Contrasted to this are the social and humanitarian sciences. In every discipline there is a 
wealth of theories that offer widely different ways of solving a given problem. This way of 
thinking is categorized as divergent. The humanities are often criticised for their 
divergence, as it is seen as not producing any real knowledge, and instead just endlessly 
producing new theoretical approaches to the same problems, thereby nullifying any sense 
of progress. 
In choosing the theories for our paper, we first started out by searching on the internet for 
academic works on the topic of satire, and skim reading the most prominent ones we 
could find. One thing we quickly discovered, is that every academic started out by trying to 
define satire, since it is a categorisation that is hard to pin down. By defining the concept 
of satire one becomes aware of what to look for and specific patterns can be analysed. 
106 Nealon 2011: 141 
107 Kuhn 1958: 225­29 
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This also became the first order of business in our chapter structure, since it is logical to 
try to define what genre one is writing about so the reader can get a clear as grasp as 
possible on the theoretical methods applied. But it also served as a clear guidance for 
writing the paper.  
Through this method we discovered some academics that seemed essential in the field of 
textual analysis involved with writing about satire. Paul Simpson had written the book On 
the Discourse of Satire, which build a strong model for explaining what satire constitutes, 
and the models form made it easily applicable to the different genres of satirical works we 
had chosen to work with. Simpson has a strong focus on linguistic in the theory he builds 
up throughout the book. Simpson construct his theory from a patchwork of different 
theories that he weaves together to create his own unique satirical analytical tool, like a 
musician taking notes from a different songs to construct his own piece. Simpson builds on 
linguistic theories from Halliday to methodological analyse satirical composition. Discourse 
theory from Foucault to look at the surrounding discourses in society that informs a given 
satire. Moreover there exist different definitions on discourses and how much influence it 
has on the social reality. For Foucault discourses construct the social world and is in a 
constant struggle with each other. A struggle over meaning or power relations, where 
Norman Fairclough only see discourse as constitutive to the social world. Then there are 
Habermas universal pragmatic model, which Simpson uses to evaluate and understand 
the satire position in the triadic structure on satire.   
This way of constructing theory is a humanistic divergent method, in so far that he builds 
on what he finds useful in the used theories, but Simpsons also discards older models and 
parts of the theories which he consider redundant or outdated, and instead supplant it with 
his own thinking. Simpson’s model, and indeed the same we have constructed in the 
project, is more qualitative than quantitative.  
If we were to have approached the project from a more quantitative angle, we would have 
to find a theory we could use to collect data from as many sources as possible, and then 
analyse that data to find patterns that could be analyzed to draw conclusions about satire. 
This could be accomplished through different target groups that from societies different 
layers. Instead we have chosen to analyse three satirical works qualitatively, going deeper 
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with fewer data, instead of a broad approach with a lot of data. In collaboration with 
Simpson’s model and a few other academic theories about satire, we have also chosen 
Fullbrook's historical method Representing The Past, to try to come to grip with how the 
different text has an anchor in their respective historical periods. It should be honestly 
stated, that we struggled with the historical theory in the start of our project, and we used a 
lot of time to read up on different theories, only to find that a lot of them wasn't applicable 
in the way we wanted to use them. Fulbrook’s model emphasised looking at drawing 
history from the text first, instead of looking at the historical context and then the text.   
Simpson’s way of constructing his analytical frameworks for satire is very identical in how 
we have gone about constructing our own. We have also made a blanket weaved together 
from transdisciplinary theories and methodologies. In a way, this can be claimed to be 
both convergent and divergent. In some sense it is convergent, since we are using pre 
existing theories to arrive at our conclusions, but since we have constructed our own 
theoretical tool kit, our approach seem to fit more in the divergent category. 
The course have been really great, especially because our teacher, Patrick Blackburn, 
would use a lot off the lecture time to ask us about our individual projects, and how they 
could be said to belong to either the divergent or convergent camp. This forced us to really 
reflect, on whether or not our project could be considered to adding new knowledge or 
theories to the humanities, or if we were just following theoretical instructions from our 
academic predecessors. Our project is adding new knowledge, through our unique blend 
of the different theories we have used, but it would not be possible without the preexisting 
theories, so even though we feel our project leans a bit more towards the divergent side, it 
can also readily be argued to belong to the convergence, since all our conclusions are 
based on preexisting theory.   
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